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ABSTRACT
With the ubiquity of fast internet connections and the growing availability of Video-On-Demand (VOD) services powerful recommender systems are needed. Traditionally, movie
recommender systems apply user-based collaborative filtering
providing high quality recommendations if users maintain
user profiles describing preferences and movie ratings. The
shortcomings of Collaborative Filtering are that comprehensive user profiles are required and users tend to get recommendations very similar to the user profile (“filter bubble”).
In addition, CF-based recommenders neither consider current
trends nor the context. In order to overcome these weaknesses, we develop a system identifying interesting events in
the stream of current news and deploying this information
for computing recommendations. Our system gathers topics
of interest from Twitter and RSS-Feeds, extracts relevant
Named Entities, and uses semantic relations for recommending movies closely related to these topics. We explain the
used algorithms and show that our system provides highly
relevant recommendations.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Movie recommendation systems have been a widely studied
topic for many years. The most frequently used approach
is Collaborative Filtering (CF) based on the assumption
that users who showed similar preferences in the past will
like the similar movies in the future. CF-based algorithms
deliver high quality results if a sufficient number of ratings for all movies is available and user profiles contain a
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Figure 1: The figure visualizes the main components
of our recommender system.
sufficient number of preferences. Known weaknesses of CFbased approaches are: The bias towards popular movies, the
“cold-start problem”, and the missing consideration of the
user’s context as well as currents trends. These shortcomings
make CF-based approaches inappropriate for niche markets
characterized by limited number of ratings and specific user
preferences. In this paper we present a system tailored to the
needs of a VOD portal specialized on auteur films. In contrast
to the main stream VOD companies, the film catalog focuses
on the genres art house, independent, and documentaries.
Specific challenges (when developing a recommender for this
portal) are the limited user feedback, documentaries (having features differing from regular movies), and the specific
interest of the target group.
In order to provide highly relevant recommendations and
to overcome the shortcomings of CF, we decided to develop a
recommender strategy that analyzes news streams (relevant
for the target group) and identifies the events suitable for
computing topical recommendations. For each event we
recognize related Named Entities and compute the films
semantically connected with these entities.
We present our system for providing film recommendations
based on the analysis of current news and Twitter messages.
We explain the architecture of the system and discuss the
used algorithms in detail (Sec. 2). A description of the
recommender service and a preliminary evaluation are given
in Sec. 3. Finally, Sec. 4 gives a conclusion and an outlook
on future work.

2.

SYSTEM OVERVIEW

The system is built of components visualized in Fig. 1. We
discuss the components tailored for crawling relevant documents, identifying relevant Named Entities, and computing
recommendations in the next Section.

News Retrieval and Semantic Knowledge Bases
We collect news relevant for the target group of the recommender system. For this purpose we consider three different
sources: (1) Twitter messages published by an expertdefined set of users, (2) RSS feeds created by portals relevant
for our target group, and (3) general news headlines published
on Twitter. We continuously update our news database
ensuring the news collection is always up to date.
The catalog of available films is imported as a semantically represented data collection. The film data set provides
detailed text-based descriptions, including a summary of the
plot, the list of related persons (actors, directors, etc.) as
well as festivals and awards. In addition to the film catalog we import DBpedia (http://wiki.dbpedia.org/). We use
DBpedia Spotlightfor identifying Named Entities in the
film descriptions and linking them with their matching DBpedia entity. The results are stored in a semantic store
(Blazegraph, https://www.blazegraph.com/).

Processing and Computing Recommendations
The continuously collected news is periodically processed. In
the first step we recognize and disambiguate Named Entities
in the texts/messages. Subsequently we compute the cooccurrence vectors of each entity using the most recent news
documents. The vectors are clustered using the DBScan
algorithm [2] in order to obtain clusters representing the
topics dominant in the news. The vector processing and
clustering is implemented in the Apache Mahout framework
(http://mahout.apache.org/). The computed topics are ranked
by the number of retweets and references in order to give
popular news a bigger weight.
Based on the most popular topics we recommend movies
that are closely related. Every entity in a topic is compared
to each entity extracted from the film descriptions or the
meta-data. The relatedness of films to a topic is computed
by the number of entities directly connected to both. In addition, we considered the similarity between linked entities,
which is computed based on their attributes by using a vectorspace-model (as explained in [1]). In general, the similarity
between two entities is the bigger the more they share common subjects (based on DBpedia edges type skos:subject).
The recommendation result is built from the films containing
the Names Entities recognized in the news or entities similar
to these entities.

Figure 2: The figure shows a example recommendation. Based on the Named Entites recognized in a
Twitter message, a movie is recommended. The semantic connections between the film and the Named
Entites are provided as an explanation.
the similarity between topics and films. The explanations
provided for the recommendations help users to understand
why a movie is related to the identified topics and why the
movie is recommended.
A preliminary evaluation of the recommendation results
shows that the implemented recommender approach provides relevant suggestions. The use of topics extracted from
politics-related news delivers good recommendations for documentaries and film strongly related to certain regions and
crises. News retracted from arthouse-related tweets and RSS
feeds are well-situated for detecting artist-related events (e.g.
anniversaries and festivals). Entities-based (semantic) similarity measures outperform term-based similarity measures.
The weights of the considered semantic edge types must
be tuned for the scenario in order to ensure high-quality
recommendations.

4.

CONCLUSIONS

We presented a novel approach combining topics extraction
and linked open data for computing topical recommendations.
The preliminary evaluation shows that the recommender
delivers highly relevant results. Events detected in the recent
news are accepted by users as helpful explanations. As future
work, we plan extended user studies. Furthermore, we plan
to apply the approach in different domains. The adaption
for new domains does not require much effort, since the
approach only requires a stream of documents (allowing us
identifying Named Entities). When applying the algorithm to
new domains the set of considered entities and the similarity
measure must be adapted accordingly.

Front End

5.

The recommendations are provided as a ReSTful web service.
For visualizing the results we built a web application allowing
us testing different parameter sets and collecting feedback
from users for the computed recommendations. Fig. 2 shows
an example: Based on the Named Entities recognized in a
tweet, a movie about a Syrian woman is recommended. One
can see how the detected entities contribute to the relevance
score.
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3.

EVALUATION AND SYSTEM DEMO

The implemented web application allows us testing the
recommendations and discussing the suggestions.
In the system demonstration we show the recommendations based on live news data. Users can select the sources
used for identifying topics. In addition, we demonstrate the
effect of different methods used for clustering and computing
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